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28 August, 2022

punishable omission and obligation declaration

 
Hereby agrees, 

legal Person, CEO Monique Humphrey, 100 Brookhaven Dr. Bonaire, GA 31005 (USA (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Donald Humphrey, 100 Brookhaven Dr. Bonaire, GA 31005, USA (omission debtor)  

legal Person, Pascal Humphrey, 100 Brookhaven Dr. Bonaire, GA 31005, USA (omission debtor)  

legal Person, Nicole McKenzie, 40 Oak Lake Pl, Enterprise, AL 36330, USA (omission debtor) 

legally binding but without recognition of a legal obligation, under the dissolving condition of a generally binding or 
supreme court jurisprudence based clarification of the omitting behavior, 

opposite to 

Trademark and document holder, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. (Omission creditors) 
Directorin, Art &  Trademark owner, Doris Lordin Maya, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd.(Omission 
creditors) 
CEO & Director, Mr. Manuel Tuebner, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. (Omission creditors)  

1. to refrain immediately, further breaches of trademark law, such as misuse of data against Doris Stoehr without per-
mission, to get information without consent or authorization, to join the clan Prime Minister Markus Söder with the 
criminals of the corruption Landratsamt Oberallgäu/Fam. Alfred Seehofer and to engage in serious gang crime and joi-
ning in white-collar crime that has been dragged across America and spreading indefinitely. 

2. to refrain immediately, to plan, carry out and cause further intrigues, slander and reputational damage against the 
forerunners Doris Lord In Maya, further violating the health of Doris Stoehr and the trademark rights of her company 
Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis ltd, endangering, ignoring the court enforcement order, ignoring the court order with 
the fixed monthly installment payments to the account of the lawyer Christoph Mrziglod, the ignoring accrued claims 
for damages for your willful misconduct over the past 30 years, the destruction of life and the multiple attempted 
murder of artist Doris Lordin Maya. 
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3. to immediately refrain, from committing criminal acts together with the children, accomplices Pascal Humphrey and 
Nicole McKenzie, to intentionally destroy and physically injure Doris Stoehr's life and to intentionally imprison her for 
4 years as a hostage, together with Marion Garcia, with the foot part of the wheelchair punching a hole in the head to 
kill Doris Stoehr, to steal more money from Doris, to validate and support the children Pascal Humphrey and Nicole 
McKenzie in their criminal activities.  

4. to immediately refrain, to deliberately disregard the criminal procedure of an enforcement order, to flee to the USA 
and set up further fraudulent businesses, to live in the USA with the stolen insurance money from Doris Stoehr, to 
withhold important evidence such as the bank statements, to make them disappear, notarial restraint from Frau-
dulent letters with disinheritance in the event of Doris Stoehr's death. 

5. to immediately refrain, to support election fraud by Joe Biden with the corruption clan Markus Söder and the Alfred 
Seehofer family, siblings Tanja & Sabrina Seehofer, father Alfred Seehofer, mother Christina Seehofer, Julia & Adam 
Fried, to fill out ballot papers from deceased US citizens so that the 2020 presidential election was in favor of Biden, 
according to which high treason against President Donald Trump is responsible with the accomplices Pascal Humphrey, 
Nicole McKenzie and Donald Humphrey.  

6. to immediately refrain, intends to manipulate with untruths and intrigue that Doris Stoehr is a bad guy and is just a 
troublemaker to prevent the truth from being uncovered and covering up the crimes of Marion Garcia and Aunt Mo-
nique Humphrey and going unpunished for 30 years live on the one-time settlement of the misappropriated insurance 
money and enjoy a good life, like the last 30 years. 

7. to immediately refrain, not to pay Doris Stoehr the embezzlement of the one-time settlement of one million DM,  
although there is an enforcement order from a court judgment and Doris Stoehr has been entitled to the repayment 
of the one-time settlement for 30 years, instead of which Marion Gracia herself has benefited financially for 30 years, 
the recently paraplegic Doris Stoehr half killed in 1992 with an iron bar from the wheelchair, and that only because 
she absolutely demanded money from Doris Stoehr, which she did not have at that moment and could give her and 
induced her aunt Monique Humphrey to do so for 4 years, Doris Stoehr in the house of Monique Humphrey in Bitburg/
Beijingen Spangdahlem, in which the Air Force also cared for, mistreated and abused infants and babies, (sitting on 
the potty for 8 hours until your butt turned blue, standing in the corner for 8 hours with your arms folded, the 
tablespoon forcefully pushed down the babies' throats so that the babies almost choked and cried out in pain), 
as well as their daughter Angela Lehmann was almost killed every day by Aunt Monique and Marion Garcia and was 
thus brought up to be a schizophrenic, professional liar to this day and used as a tool by Marion Garcia to cover up 
her crimes against Doris & Willi Stoehr, thus Marion Garcia instigating Angela Lehmann aggressive to carry out verbal 
attacks on Willi Stöhr and Doris Stoehr who is afraid and was also created to be a liar in his development who has to 
lie to Doris Stoehr every day for Marion Garcia, and his lies as well as Angela Lehmann herself meanwhile still be-
lieves and convinces this appearance -Live real lives. 

8. to immediately refrain, on the part of Marion Garcia to use her parents to cover up the serious, cruel crime against 
daughter Doris Stoehr in 1992, who together with Aunt Monique and Uncle Donald Humphrey as Marion Garcia her 
sister Doris Stoehr with the iron footboard from the wheelchair punched a hole in her head because Doris Stoehr could 
not give her any money from her one-time settlement for the insurance of the car accident, because there was still 
no money from the lawyer Christoph Mrzglod, Kirchplatz 2 in 66571 Eppelborn, which Grandma Genevieve had joined 
and from Doris Stoehr wanted her complete one-off payment of one million DM and for 30 years was destroying the 
life and existence of Doris Stoehr with intrigues from this crime, to cover the aunt Monique Humphrey, who then 
embezzled these millions in cooperation with grandma Genevieve and Marion Garcia and despite the enforcement 
order of the court ordering a repayment, has not paid it back to this day, but fled to America with the entire em-
bezzled money, in which Marion Garcia, Angela and Lena Lehmann, as well as Grandma Genevieve, who cover and 
protect Monique Humphrey in there, even incite against Doris Stoehr to torment her and Stoehr Willi, the key witness, 
to death. 

9. to immediately refrain, Tina Halfpapp-Will, Eddy Will, David Halfpapp, Bernhard and Doris Halfpapp to sign the fraud 
deed and fraud letter to hide your serious crimes and criminal fraud from the German court and from Doris Stoehr. 
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10. to immediately refrain, the frauds on your part from 1992 to 1995 in the context of forging documents and signa-
tures, as well as wills that were deposited with a notary, must be dissolved and destroyed immediately so that the 
assets are not collected as a fraudulent inheritance, and the remaining claims of the court judgment are no longer to 
be paid therefore all notarial deeds and letters must be irrevocably declared void and dissolved, just as Doris Stoehr 
has not yet signed any letter from Monique Humphrey or Donald Humphrey, or Pascal Humphrey or deposited her 
entire fortune through a notary, as they have presented it to this day with forged signatures and documents, even in 
the feigned relatives spread false facts, want to cover up your highly criminal offenses against Doris Stoehr with your 
intrigues and insidious dangerous lies. 

11. to immediately refrain, stage continuing fraud using letters and/or documents with forged signatures and hand them 
over to the notary in order not to repay the misappropriation of Doris Stoehr's insurance money, and if Doris Stoehr 
dies Donald and Monique Humphrey will get the entire inheritance and therefore the Donald and Monique Humphrey 
notary also under criminal investigation.  

12. to immediately refrain, telling untruths to Aunt Antita Huppert and all of her relatives in order to incite incitement 
to Doris Stoehr, incite Detlef Halfpapp, Andrea and Karsten Halfpapp to incite lies against Doris Stoehr, as well as to 
break off contact with Doris Stoehr and to harm Doris Stoehr with slander, to your criminals Criminal offenses, 
criminal fraud against the German court and before Doris Stoehr to hide as well as the attempted murder with Marion 
Garcia for 30 years in order not to pay the claims for damages. 

13. to immediately refrain, Sister of Doris Stoehr, Marion Garcia, with lies against Doris Stoehr, Manuel Tuebner, to incite 
and to use as a witness and accomplice to continue the criminal offenses of massive bodily harm and wanton 
destruction of Doris Stoehr's life, so Doris Stoehr to dies as a result of these actions or to torture Doris Stoehr to death 
with this motive. 

14. to immediately refrain, bribing all relatives with the embezzled insurance money, so that none of them would reveal 
the fraud and theft of the one-off payment of one million DM from Doris, and thus all made themselves liable to pro-
secution for the gifts from Monique Humphrey, Donald Humphrey, Pascal Humphrey, Nicole McKenzie have accepted 
for the last 30 years and have been bought as accomplices in the crimes and are now criminals themselves, have 
benefited limitlessly from it themselves, despite the fact that there has been a court judgment against Monique 
Humphrey and Donald Humphrey for 30 years, which, however, is circumvented by the AirForce flights from the state 
of Gorgia to the Spangdahlem Air Base in Germany and has therefore made the entire AirForce punishable by the 
AirForce criminals Monique Humphrey and Donald Humphrey in their criminal acts and support Donald Humphrey in 
their criminal acts and escape from Germany, according to the has contributed to the economic damage. 

15. to immediately refrain, Donald Humphrey as a former officer who received our trademark rights and company studies 
about Minister President Markus Söder and gave away/sold them to the Air Force in Georgia and in return secret infor-
mation and data of the US Army, US Air Force, US Navy, US Marine Corps, US Coast Guard and US Space Force have 
given themselves over to Markus Soeder for corruption and illegally equipped him with military and strategic infor-
mation, so they sent hidden aid supplies to Ukraine and want to trigger World War III against Putin, so that all crimes 
can be traced not back to the fake Covid-19 pandemic, to kill and reduce humanity worldwide through mRNA vacci-
nations, the electoral fraud involving Monique, Donald and Pascal Humphrey and Nicole McKenzie in the basement of 
Monique's German restaurant was caused by filling in ballots of the deceased and counting the ballots for the election 
of the Presidents, are responsible that Joe Biden won the election as presedent, and only won with the support from 
fraud and therefore does not receive a penalty. 

16. to immediately refrain, of the Tanja family, Sabrina, Christina and Alfred Seehofer to appear as shareholders and to 
sign a partnership agreement, although Sabrina and Tanja Seehofer have not signed a termination agreement with the 
contractual partners of the company Mayabaum Verlag- Zukunftsbasis® ltd. since 2016 to protect the entire stolen 
company-KnowHow which the then shareholder Alfred Seehofer has since given away, distributed and sold all of the 
stolen trademark law company know-how worldwide without permission in the context of the world's largest gang and 
white-collar crime and company and study theft for better advancement.  
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17. to immediately refrain, continue to build a nice life from the stolen insurance money, weddings, buying new cars, re-
modeling house and garage, investing furniture and garden, investing assets, traveling, buying a yacht, clothes, jewel-
ry, as well as bribing police officers in alcohol checks, unfortunately now is over, and all precious metals such as gold 
bars, gold coins, silver bars, silver coins, platinum bars, platinum coins, palladium bars, palladium coins and/or digital 
cryptocurrencies, stocks, ETFs, funds, Company investments, bonds, derivatives and other material assets that imme-
diately become the property of Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd., as well as the entire relatives who have been 
bribed with gifts and gifts from Monique, Donald and Pascal Humphrey and Nicole McKenzie for 30 years, give up their 
possessions and entire assets must, and in the event of non-compliance with this contractual provision, immediate 
liability for each individual person, which comes into force irrevocably.   

18. to immediately refrain, to join/corrupt the world's largest economic and gang crime, as well as to operate and 
spread the world's largest company and study theft for better progress against our company Mayabaum Verlag- Zu-
kunftsbasis ltd and therein other companies, institutions, associations and organizations with our trademark rights are 
prohibited to bribe, together with the mafia and corruption clan Landratsamt Oberallgäu/Fam. Alfred, Tanja, Sabrina 
Seehofer paired in the clan Markus Söder/Federal Government Angela Merkel/USA Joe Biden, as a result to implement 
the President's election fraud that was staged by you together in Monique's German Restaurant in order to overthrow 
Donald Trump and kill Doris Stoehr and Manuel Tuebner. 

19. If the declaration of discontinuance is not signed by 22.10.2022 and sent in the original to the english company 
address of Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. on the postal legal way, the already incurred contractual claims 
for damages are to be paid in full, as well as additional claims for damages in the amount of £25,000,000 to pay 
to the cease and desist, because it is assumed, that the injunction continues to be intentionally criminal in relation 
to the company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd., and Mrs. Stoehr and the unauthorized use and misuse of copy-
right, data protection, trademark infringement, breach of contract, including violations of personality and human 
rights with considerable economic companies causing damage, accordingly and analogously after Trademark contract 
provisions act according to UCC with all other following contractual and trademark claims for damages. 

20. In the event of a renewed future incoming culpable violation of the injunction promise to pay the compensation 
claims to the omission creditors whose height is determined by the omission creditors by contractual fixed compensa-
tion claims and are reviewed in full in case of dispute by the competent court may.  

Hereby agrees,                                               

CEO, Monique Humphrey 
(legal and natural person)

 Place and date

Donald Humphrey 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Pascal Humphrey 
(legal and natural person)

 Place and date

Nicole and Stanford Lloyd Mckenzie 3RD 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date
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